His-Space Discussion Outline
By Eva Kokinos
Tile 1
 When approached by parents and youth workers, the conversation often looks a
little something like this:
• Animated Dialogue (Click after each line)
Tile 2
 Why is this topic important?
• Internet is everywhere
- The internet has become part of the fabric of our society. It is available
everywhere, by anyone. You can access the internet on your phone, at
the Panera Bread, in the library, and in hotel rooms.
•

There is a website for anyone and anything.
- The internet offers entertainment, news, “how-to” info, medical
advice, help with homework, etc.
-

The internet offers this internationally accessible forum for:
a. Fans of music, movie, television, and sports stars.
b. People who HATE those same music, movie, television, and
sports starts.
c. Advertisement and Online Commerce
d. Discussion groups
e. Pornography

-

Recent events have amplified awareness
a. Dateline Exclusive about Internet Predators: This particular
Dateline story caught the attention of the entire nation. The
show and its content sparked a feverish intensity about youth
and Internet Safety.
b. The Foley Scandal: Rep. Mark Foley made national news when
it was reported that he allegedly sent inappropriate Instant
Messages (or IMs) to some of the male pages. These pages
were reported to be in their late teens-early 20s. In this
particular case, this alleged solicitation was from someone they
KNEW.

Tile 3
 Tonight’s Discussion
• Internet Use: The Good and the Bad
- We should not demonize the internet. The internet is not inherently
evil. But instead, we want to discuss the positive AND negative
aspects of the internet.
•

Ways to Be Smarter about the Internent
- Our young people are VERY sharp when it comes to the internet. They
can run circles around parents, teachers, and other adults.
-

This discussion will provide you with tips for you (AND youth) on
how to be SMARTER about using the internet.

•

Resources/Websites about Internet Safety
- It is important to research and stay “in-the-know” about youth and the
Internet. Therefore, we will discuss a few resources that you can use
right now to learn more about internet safety and talking to your kids
about their internet use.

•

Live Demonstration
- Presenter: If you are presenting in a “Wi-Fi” (wireless internet access)
room, choose a few website to explore to familiarize participants with
certain websites and resources.

Tile 4
 Statistics about Youth and Internet Use
• The results of this survey were released in May of 2006. Teens AND adults
were interviewed.
Tile 5
 Out of 1,160 teens, ages 13-17, interviewed March 2006…
• 14% of teens surveyed had face to face meetings with people they’ve “met”
on the internet.
- No statistics were given as to how they met, where they met, or how
long they waited before deciding to meet.
•

61% of 13-17 year olds have a personal profile on sites such as MySpace,
Friendster, and Xanga. Half have posted photos of themselves online.
- Websites like MySpace are called Social Networking websites.
Usually, these websites provide a forum to share photos, interests and
hobbies, and BLOGS (weblogs or digital diaries).

•

Older teens (16-17) and girls represent the majority of youths who use the
internet for social interaction, meeting friends, and networking.
- These websites are offering this forum where teens can express
themselves. For example, long gone are the days were teens kept a
diary between their mattresses. Now, they post BLOGS so they can
have their message heard and maybe share those same thoughts and
ideas with other teens.

Tile 6
 Out of 503 parents of teens, interviewed during February 2005…
• 77% of parents were between ages 34-54
- Why is this statistic important? Too many times we hear the excuse
that we are “too old to learn about computers and the internet.” The
last time I checked 34-54 was NOT considered old at all. It is
EXTREMELY IMPORTANT for ALL parents to educate themselves
about the internet.
• 72% of parents say their teenager(s) do not instant message with people
other than family, school friends, or people they personally know.
- This is a great statistic, but I did read on to discover that most of these
parents were using some type of screening software.
- Screening software helps regulate MOST internet use, BUT it is not
100% fool proof.
- Screening software will NOT take the place of informed and aware
parents!
• A majority (over 57%) were unable to correctly decipher the meanings of
several common Internet messaging abbreviations.
- As if it wasn’t difficult enough to understand teens, now there is an
entirely new language that they use to quickly communicate via text
message or instant message.
- Well how do you think YOU would do if given a quiz on these
abbreviations?

Tile 7
 Let’s Take a Little Quiz… Decipher the following abbreviations:
• Offer participants time to decipher abbreviations. The next tile will have the
answers, so DO NOT OFFER ANSWERS NOW. (Optional: give a small
gift or prize for the one who correctly answers 5/5 or 4/5).
- LOL
- BRB
- ASL
- POS
- P911
Tile 8
 Let’s Take a Little Quiz… Decipher the following abbreviations:
• LOL – Laugh Out Loud
- 43% of the parents interviewed got it RIGHT (less than half)
• BRB – Be Right Back
- 68% of the parents interviewed got it WRONG.
• ASL – Age, Sex, Location
- 92% of the parents interviewed got it WRONG
• POS – Parent(s) Over Shoulder
- 95% of the parents interviewed got it WRONG
• P911 – Parent Alert or Parent Emergency
- 96% of the parents interviewed got it WRONG

Tile 9
 INTERNET: The Good and the Bad
• Let’s start with the Bad
- 1 out of 5 kids is solicited for sex over the internet.
a. These people who are trying to solicit sex could be adults OR
their peers.
-

1 out of 4 kids has received pornographic material online.
a. As we mentioned before, the internet has become a “safe
place” for people to obtain, sell, and promote pornographic
materials. Therefore, this statistic is no surprise.
b. Pornographic material can be sent to phones and PDAs and
iPods, as well as via chatroom and email.

-

75% of youth are willing to share personal information online about
themselves of family in exchange for goods and services.
a. There are many websites or banners that say “Click here to get
your free Gucci handbag” or “You just won a new iPod.”
These banners or offers are “phishing” for your personal
information.
b. There are emails that are sent to do the same thing. Have you
ever received an email from “eBay” saying your account has
been flagged for updated and review? Have you every received
an email about a free $500 gift card from your favorite store?
These emails take you to a link where people divulge their
personal information with the hope that they will receive that
gift.

Tile 10
 INTERNET: The Good and the Bad
• And now on to the Good
- Youth can find helpful information about faith, school, current issues.
a. Our churches have websites; different Orthodox Christian
organizations have websites. Our Archdiocese has an awardwinning website.
b. As a youth worker, I find I am constantly “online” doing
research about current events, hot topics, even searching for
articles about Orthodox Christianity.
c. On a secular level, there are many websites that offer students
online help with their homework. These websites have live
chat, message boards, and articles to help with research.
-

Youth have an inexpensive way to keep in touch with friends.
a. Many of our youth go to retreats, camps, and tournaments. The
internet is a great way for young people to stay connected to
other Orthodox Christian youth.

-

Youth are given an outlet and platform for creativity and individuality.

a. Many of our teens do not feel that their voice is being heard by
their parents, peers, teachers, etc. So these young people turn to
the social networking websites to express themselves. They
might want to vent frustration or to have people comment on
the poetry they just wrote.
1. This can be dangerous because internet predators seek
out those who need a “friend who will listen.”
Unfortunately, the predator builds a “relationship” with
the youth based upon their weakness and insecurities.
b. Some youth are very gifted and find that the internet is a great
way to get their talents out there.
1. MySpace – My brother has a Musician’s Account with
MySpace. His photo is on the website, along with his
resume and a schedule of his performances. MySpace
offers a forum where he can network with other local
musicians and promote his music.
This is a good place to take a break in the discussion. Offer the group a chance to ask questions.
Tile 11
 Six Ways to be SMARTER about the Internet
• Our young people are VERY bright. The purpose of teaching them about
internet safety is NOT to scare them away from technology. But we want to
make our young people smarter about how they use the internet. So now, we
will examine six (6) ways youth AND adults can be smarter about their
internet use.
- The Name Game: The truth behind using your name online
- Picture This: Using photos on the internet
- Direct Information: Info that specifically indicates who you are.
- Indirect Information: The not-so-obvious info that reveals identity.
- Location, Location, Location: Where’s the computer in YOUR
home?
- Out with the Bad, In with the Good: Info on filtering and limiting
internet usage.
Tile 12
 The Name Game: The truth behind using your name online
• True or False: People cannot find you by name only. FALSE
- You can type almost any first and last name into any search engine
(Google, Yahoo, AOL) to find information.
•

Names, coupled with almost ANY other information, can yield a much more
specific result about identity.
- For between $7.95-$49.95 on www.intelus.com, I can take your first
name, last name, and city of residence to find out anything from your
address to your criminal history.

•

Helpful Hints when you using your name on the Internet:
- Use a nickname that your friends/family will know.
a. My friends know me as The Diva. Therefore, people who know
me will know how to search for me on MySpace or similar
websites.
b. Use your initials only: Although this is not fool-proof, it is a
good way to avoid just giving out your info.
c. Do NOT use your last name.
1. Story: I got an email one day from a friend. She went to
a website that had a database of the 50,000 most
common last names in the United States. Since I am
Greek, and my name isn’t Pappas or Poulos, I figured I
had a good chance of NOT being on the list. I WAS
WRONG…Kokinos was around 49,900.
2. What is the moral of the story? It doesn’t matter how
uncommon you THINK your last name is. A last name
is one of the most common tools to seeking personal
information.

Tile 13
 Picture This: Using Photos on the Internet
• Posting photographs is very common
- Photos for personal profiles
- Photos on websites
- Photos posted in online photo albums
•

Photos CAN be altered
- It is sad, but true. If someone has even a moderate knowledge about
using Photoshop or other editing software, one can take any photo and
doctor it.
- Examples: Julia Roberts head was placed on a different body for the
promotional photos of “Pretty Woman.” Most all photographs in
fashion magazines have been airbrushed or changed to hide
imperfections.

•

Helpful Hints for using a photo on the Internet:
- Use lower resolution photographs
a. Photographs at a lower resolution tend to be VERY difficult to
alter without it being completely obvious. Lower resolution
photographs are not the best quality for printing either.
- Use photos taken from a distance
a. Photos taken from a distance also are very difficult to alter.
- Do NOT send photos to individuals via email.
a. Youth who IM will send photos to a person they are chatting
with thinking they will reciprocate. Also, do we REALLY
know to whom we sent that photo?
- Of course, just DON’T use photos of yourself at all
a. I use a tasteful cartoon of Betty Boop or Care Bears.

Tile 14
 Direct Information: Info that specifically indicates who you are.
• This includes giving phone numbers, addresses, full names, etc.
•

When it comes to protecting your privacy, it is never a good idea to share
direct information on a large online forum unless it is a secure site.
- Can be used by people to play jokes
- Can be used by criminals to steal identities.
- Can be used by internet predators to get to know you or your friends.

•

Phones and cell numbers CAN be used to trace information.
- It is not as easy to track people down with only a phone number. But
unless the number is unlisted/unpublished, you can always do a
reverse phone lookup online or through the operator.

•

Helpful Hints when you use Direct Information on the Internet:
- Do NOT use D.I. unless you are on a Secure Site.
a. If you look at the web address, it will start with https://. The S is
a sign that the website is secure.
b. If you are using Internet Explorer, a little yellow padlock
appears toward the bottom right hand corner of the window.
-

Do NOT use unless there is an acceptable privacy policy.
a. Most secure websites (Banks, PayPal.com, Amazon, Store
Websites, etc.) will have a very clear and strict privacy policy.
Nothing is ever completely fool-proof. But a privacy policy is
another way that a website can illustrate its concern for your
safety.

-

Use an email address for personal contact.
a. If you would like to contact someone that you have spoken to
on the internet OR if you need some information, provide an
email address. First of all, your phone number will not be
broadcast on the internet. Secondly, email allows YOU to
choose with whom you want to chat. Finally, any
correspondence between you and another individual can be
saved and printed (just in case you are being harassed or you
have a conversation that is odd or uncomfortable).

Tile 15
 Indirect Information: Info that does not specifically express who you are.
• Can still be used to reveal your identity! This might include place of
employment, school, extracurricular activities, etc. (Two stories)
- STORY #1: In searching through MySpace for kids in the Detroit
area, I found a young lady’s MySpace profile. I recognized her from
previous GOYA events. She did not have her address, phone number,

-

•

or last name on her profile. BUT she DID have a photo of herself and
mentioned at what mall she was employed. More specifically, she
mentioned the STORE at which she was employed. This young lady’s
page also listed that her age and that her beverage of preference was
Vodka… So if YOU were an internet predator, you have hit the
jackpot. You now know where she works, what she looks like, her
favorite alcohol, and much more.
STORY #2: This story was shared by the Youth Director of the
Metropolis of Denver. A young lady had a profile online. On the
surface, her profile looked just fine (no name, phone #, address, etc.)
But this young lady listed her High School. She continued, in one of
her personal descriptions, to divulge that she was on the softball team
and what position she played. So if YOU were an internet predator, all
you have to do is show up at a game and wait to see who plays in that
position.

Helpful Hints when you use Indirect Information on the Internet:
- Be general when posting information.
a. Work at a shoe store, work at a mall, go to high school, rather
than saying “I work at Nine West, I work at the Mall of
America, I go to Cleveland Junior High.
- Go to specific websites for certain interests. For example…
a. If you are interested in networking with people at your future
college, go to FaceBook.com.
b. If you are interested in finding a long, lost elementary school
friend, visit Classmates.com.

Tile 16
 Location, Location, Location: Where is the computer in YOUR home?
• Computer placement is the key to preventing youth from accessing
inappropriate materials at home.
- You might not be able to control what they see at their friends or in a
public computer lab, but you DO have control of what is being viewed
in your own home.
- Although it does not prevent unsolicited inappropriate materials, it
does deter youth from seeking out this inappropriate materials.
•

Keep the computer in a visible, public place in your home. (Living room,
office, etc.)

 Out with the Bad, In with the Good: Filtering and Usage Limitations
• Avoid paranoid spying, use filters.
- It is almost impossible, especially for older children, to restrict their
internet use. But you can help control what is accessible from your
home computers. If you look in the presentation packet, you will see
an article listing recommended filtering programs.
• “Password Protect” your Internet Explorer settings.

-

•

Most versions of Internet Explorer offer a very basic filtering and
security feature so you can control what is viewed via the I.E.
Steps to finding this feature:
a. Go to TOOLS at the top of your Internet Explorer
b. Select INTERNET OPTIONS
c. Select the tab marked CONTENT
d. Select ENABLE in the section marked Content Advisor
e. In the Content Advisor, you have four categories (Ratings,
Approved Sites, General, and Advanced). Search these
categories to utilize the security/filtering option on your I.E.

Enforce limited online time.
- Much like setting curfews, setting computer usage time helps create a
clear expectation. An appropriate amount of online time can be
determined according to age/maturity, importance of task, etc.
- Select a time of day when youth can use the computer and that YOU
can be present. This not only helps with monitoring usage BUT it also
makes you available if children come across questionable information
or interactions on the internet.

Tile 17
 ADULTS MUST… Having chatted with parents and youth throughout the
Metropolis, the last three points are very important for ADULTS to remember.
• VISIT THE INTERNET
- It is important, as with any topic we discuss with our youth, that we
research and learn about what’s out there. Our youth, especially teens,
are very receptive to credible concern rather than paranoia.
- This is why the point was made about age earlier… No one should use
the excuse that they are not young enough, not “cool” enough, or not
“tech-savvy.” The reality is predators and criminals of ALL ages have
done the homework… we should too!
- To focus on some of the positive  Visiting the internet will open up
a world of information and resources for you. You can find
information about this topic and many other topics that are important
to parenting!
• ENGAGE YOUR KIDS IN A DIALOGUE
- Statistics indicate that youth ARE receptive to communication about
all issues, including the internet.
a. Even if they give you the “Ugh, you already told me about
this” response, talk to your kids about different issues. Your
efforts might be annoying to them. But they will know that it is
important to you.
b. Among the many reasons, teens use “blogs” (web logs or
digital journals) to express what is on their minds. Time and
time again, we read that our youth don’t feel like they can
speak or be heard by their families. Opening a line of
communication can prevent young people from relying on
STRANGERS for comfort and advice.

•

c. It is important, as with all family rules and expectations, to be
clear about family internet use. Our young people WILL find
the “gray” area if we do not clearly outline acceptable and
unacceptable behavior.
GET YOUTH INVOLVED
- Get your youth involved in extra curricular activities, ESPECIALLY
the youth ministry programs of your parishes.
a. To take it a step further, get them involved in more than just
the social activities. When we educate our youth about
Orthodox Christianity, we offer them tools for discernment.
Youth ministry programs offer young people a place to learn
about their faith, while learning about real, LIVE social
interaction!
- Youth involvement SHOULD include adult involvement.
a. Youth are very receptive to the involvement of adults in parish
ministries. In fact, how WE prioritize our faith and our
involvement will greatly affect how our YOUTH prioritize
these things.
b. Events for our youth become opportunities for us to socialize
and interact with other Orthodox Christian ADULTS!
1. No matter how independent they want to be, most youth
depend on adults for EVERYTHING (Emotional
support, role models, transportation, financial support,
etc.) Therefore, we cannot just be “Drive-By”
Parents… (Drive-By means we drive by, drop our kids
off at activities, and then drive-by to pick them up).

Tile 18
 Internet Safety Resources and Websites
• In your presentation packet, there are many resources (books, websites, etc.)
that are referenced for your further education about this topic. Here are a
few suggestions:
- Books
a. Look Both Ways: Help Protect Your Family on the Internet
by Linda Criddle, Nancy Muir: Great general guidance on
family internet safety.
b. What Do I Say to My Net-Savvy Kids? Internet Safety Issue
for Parents by Angeline Khoo, Albert Liau, Esther Tan:
Our youth ARE net-savvy and the internet is a MAJOR part of
their culture. This book helps parents respond to our intelligent
internet generation.
c. Staying Safe in a Wired World by Rob Nickel: Featured on an
episode of Dr. Phil, Rob Nickel has dedicated his life to
capturing internet predators. His book offers tips from his
experience on how to safely use the internet.

-

Websites
a. SafeKids.com: Good for parents AND for kids; the website
offers tips and other resources for safe internet usage.
b. SafeTeens.com: More helpful for parents, but deals with
specific issues of teens and the internet. Deals with hot topics
like Cell Phone Safety and Blogging.
c. I-Safe.Org: Well-known internet safety education website.
This website offers components for adults, educators, and
youth as well.

Offer time for wrap up questions.
If you are 1) Already set up with a projector and screen to do a power point
presentation AND 2) you have internet access that is conveniently located where you
are presenting, you might choose to do a live demonstration.
At the end of my presentation, I was able to:
1) Show my personal MySpace account
2) Show participants an example of “Phishing” emails (Junk mail that looks
authentic, but it leads you to a website that wants your personal information)
3) Visit one of the Internet Safety Websites
4) Demonstrate the filtering and security features that come standard on the
Internet Explorer.

